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Practical high table with magnets for your meeting

The company roomours GmbH stands for beautiful, solid, and sturdy office
furniture for teamwork that is made of sustainable materials. roomours sells,
among other things, an elegant and practical high table for office meetings or the
restaurant business. Thanks to its design and the use of pot magnets, the bar table
is quick to set up and just as quick to fold up for space-saving storage.

The secret: Magnets!
Attached to the tabletop of the 'Meet and Greet' high table are type MSD-26 (www.
supermagnete.hu/MSD-26) metal discs with rim and countersunk hole. This allows
the tabletop to adhere to the CSN-25 (www.supermagnete.hu/CSN-25)
countersunk pot magnets that are embedded in the table legs. As a result, it takes
no time at all to attach the tabletop to the tripod made of oiled oak.
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This is the high table 'Meet and Greet'
With the 'Meet and Greet' high table,
roomours offers a piece of furniture with
a clean and understated design. Thanks
to the magnets, the bar table can be set
up in a few simple steps. It is very
versatile and perfect for spontaneous
office meetings, as a projector or laptop
stand for presentations or as a
multipurpose focal point to serve snacks
or drinks at a stand-up reception, to
name a few examples.

You can find out more about this high
table for your next meeting at roomours.
de (www.roomours.de/products/stehtisch-meet-and-greet?utm_source=
supermagnete&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=supermagnete).
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Articles used
MSD-26: metal discs with an edge and countersunk hole M4 (www.supermagnete.
hu/MSD-26)
CSN-25: Pot magnet Ø 25 mm with countersunk hole (www.supermagnete.hu/
CSN-25)
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